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About MACA
The Massachusetts Chess Association is an educational non-profit organization whose
purpose is to promote chess in Massachusetts and represent the interest of chess players within the
state to the governing body of chess in the United States, The United States Chess Federation
(USCF).
As part of its role as a state organization, MACA has programs in place to support the existing chess community as well as promote chess among schools and the general public. Highlights of
these programs are:

Providing at least four major tournaments each year:
Massachusetts Open (State Championship)
Massachusetts Game/60 Championship
Greater Boston Open
Pillsbury Memorial

Running a scholastic program, which consists of a series of tournaments to determine the
state’s scholastic champions as well as “warm up” tournaments throughout the year. Free boards and
sets are provided to schools and clubs through MACA’s Living Memorial Chess Fund (LMCF).
Quarterly publication of the award winning Chess Horizons, a journal of regional, national
and international chess news and features.
Promotion and development of chess in correctional institutions through our Prison Chess
program.
We hope you will chose to join MACA and enjoy the benefits of membership while knowing
that you are helping to promote chess throughout Massachusetts.
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP RATES
(Includes Subscription to Chess Horizons unless otherwise noted.)
Adult: $12.00; Life: $175.00; Life (age 65 or older): $100.00; Junior (under age 18): $6.00.
Make checks payable to MACA and mail to:
Bob Messenger
4 Hamlett Dr. Apt. 12
Nashua, NH 03062
(603) 891-2484 or treasurer@masschess.org
Dues are non-refundable
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Love & Hate in New Jersey or, ChessCafe at the USATE
Taylor Kingston woodpushers to balance out. In the past
This year, I resumed my love-hate
relationship with the country’s biggest
tournament, the US Amateur Team
East. Each Presidents’ Day weekend,
the USATE attracts more players than
any other American chess event. The
2004 edition, held 2/14-16 at New
Jersey’s Parsippany Hilton, was the biggest ever, with a record 276 teams, a
total of 1,163 players, ranging from
beginners to veteran GMs.
For this writer, the USATE is both a
pleasure and an ordeal. Its enjoyable
perquisites include joining with spirited
comrades, meeting new and old friends,
and hobnobbing with VIPs. However,
the noise and confusion of a large crowd
of chess nuts, many of them manic
young boys, severely taxes not only the
hotel staff but my own middle-aged
nerves, long accustomed to the tranquility of Vermont.
The madness is especially thick in
areas such as the pool, which between
rounds is like a cage full of rabid howler
monkeys, no relief from the sharks
prowling the playing hall. Each round
starts with endless announcements on
a PA system that’s like a drill in the ear.
There’s not a single decent beer on tap,
and the hotel gouges shamelessly,
charging micro-brew prices for
Bud Light.
Overcoming my ambivalence
(and packing earplugs and my own
beer), I joined the ChessCafe
team, representing Hanon
Russell’s website www.chesscafe
.com, to which this writer contributes. At first board was another
ChessCafe writer, Danish FM
Carsten Hansen, while Bostonarea NMs Chris Chase and
Charles Riordan manned 2nd and
3rd board, respectively.
Hanon himself often plays, but
this year was busy with book sales.
The USATE restricts teams to an
average rating under 2200. Thus
a team with, say, two 2600-rated
GMs (which has happened) would
require
two
sub-1800
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such luminaries as Yasser Seirawan,
Lev Alburt, and even Anatoly Karpov
have played. Our team, at 2194, was
one of the top seeds, and we had high
hopes.
A Fast 4-0 Start
We started fast, sweeping all games
in round one and taking our first four
matches by a combined 12-4 score.
Some sample games, with light notes:
C. Hansen (2336) - Brian Katz (NJ,
1947), USATE 2004 (1): 1.d4 Nf6
2.c4 g6 3.Nc3 Bg7 4.Bg5 d6 5.e3
0-0 6.Nf3 c5 7.d5 Bg4 8.Be2
Nbd7 9.h3 Bxf3 10.Bxf3 Ne5
11.Be2 Qb6 12.Qc2 e6?

cuuuuuuuuC
{rDwDw4kD}
{0pDwDpgp}
{w1w0phpD}
{Dw0PhwGw}
{wDPDwDwD}
{DwHw)wDP}
{P)QDB)PD}
{$wDwIwDR}
vllllllllV
Strategically, the losing move!

Black’s d-pawn becomes backward on

an open file, a serious weakness he can’t
defend. By odd coincidence, the theme
of weak d-pawns figured in several of
our games.
13.0-0 Ned7 If 13...exd5 14.Bxf6
Bxf6 15.Nxd5 with a strategically won
game. Now White captures on e6 to
prevent closing of the file by 14...exd5
15.Bxf6 Nxf6 16.Nxd5 Nxd5 17.cxd5.
Then he takes aim at the d-pawn.
14.dxe6 fxe6 15.Rad1 Ne5
16.Rd2 Nf7 17.Bh4 g5 18.Bg3
Rad8 19.Rfd1 Rd7 20.Ne4
With maximum pressure on d6,
Black must lose a pawn. 20...Nxe4
21.Qxe4 d5 22.cxd5 Rxd5
23.Bc4 A perhaps unnecessary finesse. The direct 23.Rxd5 exd5
24.Rxd5 was plenty good, since if
24...Q/Bxb2? 25.Bd3!i. 23...Rxd2
24.Rxd2 Rd8 25.Rxd8+ Nxd8
26.Qd3?! (@26.b3 or 26.Be5)
Bf6?! (26...Bxb2!r) 27.b3 Kg7
28.Qd7+ Kg8 29.Bd3! Much better than 29.Bc7?! Qc6 30.Qxc6 bxc6
31.Bxd8 Bxd8 32.Bxe6+, with problematic opposite-color Bs. Now White
wins more pawns. 29...Nf7
(29...Bg7?? 30.Bd6i) 30.Bxh7+
Kg7 31.Be4 Qd8 32.Qxe6 1-0.
In round 2 Carsten played an interesting endgame, which he annotates here:
Dale Sharp (NY, 2200) – Hansen,
USATE 2004 (2) (notes by Carsten
Hansen):
cuuuuuuuuC

{wDwDwDkD}
{DpDw0pgp}
{pDw0wDpD}
{DwDPDwDw}
{bDwDPDwD}
{)wDwGPDw}
{w)wDBDP)}
{DwIwDwDw}
vllllllllV
We enter the game after White’s

The author, in full ChessCafe regalia

21st move. White has been playing unambitiously, rather obviously
aiming for a draw in this endgame
with seven pawns and bishop pair
to each side. This should be a draw,
but two things speak in Black’s fa-
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vor: White’s king is temporarily tied to
defense of the b-pawn, severely limiting his options. Just as importantly,
White thinks drawing will be easy. It is
not; I have won similar games several
times for the same reason.
21...Bb3! Fixing the b-pawn on the
long diagonal. 22.h4 Kf8 23.g4 e6
The first structural imbalance now
appears; Black will eventually be able
to create a passed d-pawn. Not enough
to claim Black is winning, but nonetheless he has a slight edge already.
24.dxe6 fxe6 25.Bd2 Bd4
26.Bc3
This makes a lot of sense. White has
noticed the problem on the a1-h8 diagonal and therefore tries to evict the
black bishop. Now Black could have
exchanged on c3 with a small advantage, but I couldn’t see exactly how I
could win, e.g. 26...Bxc3 27.bxc3 e5
28.c4 h6 29.g5 h5 30.Kd2 Ke7
31.Ke3 b6, and the way forward is hard
to find. Also, the more pieces on the
board, the bigger the chance my opponent will misplace one.
26...Be3+ 27.Bd2 Bf2 28.Bg5
Bd4 Back to the long diagonal.
29.Bd3 Kg7
With his 29th move White offered a
draw, which I declined for several reasons: 1) Black is slightly better, and 2)
if White plays systematically for a draw
from the start, he should be forced to
fight
for it for a really long time.
cuuuuuuuuC

{wDwDwDwD}
{DpDwDwip}
{pDw0pDpD}
{DwDwDwGw}
{wDwgPDP)}
{)bDBDPDw}
{w)wDwDwD}
{DwIwDwDw}
vllllllllV
30.f4??
A big blunder that immediately
rewards Black for declining the draw. I
have found that in games where your
opponent plays to draw, his biggest errors usually come when he offers a
draw, or the move after when he is annoyed you didn’t accept it. White now
drops a pawn and should be lost, but
converting the advantage isn’t entirely
easy. 30...h6 31.Be7 Be3+ 32.Kb1
Bxf4 33.Be2 Kf7 34.Bd8 Be5

Back to the diagonal again. It’s far
easier for Black if he can keep White’s
king on b1 or c1. 35.Bb6 Bg3 36.h5
Bf4 37.Bd4 gxh5 38.gxh5
Here I determined there is no good
way to break through with the king on
the kingside. This makes Black’s plan
rather simple: the king must go to the
queenside and either sneak in unnoticed
or assist in opening the center and creating a passed e-pawn.
38…Ke7 39.Bg4 Kd7 40.Be2
Kc6 41.Bf3 Kb5 42.Be2+ Kc6
I knew I would have to play this if
he checked, as 42...Bc4 would lose a
piece to 43.a4+ Kb4 44.Bc3+ Kc5
45.b4+. But if White didn’t check I
might be able to play …Kc4, and repeating the position doesn’t hurt Black.
43 Bf3 Kc7?! A bit artificial and
played too quickly. The idea was
…Kc7-d7-c6 losing a tempo, but since
White can do the same with Be2-g4f3, it doesn’t work. Therefore on my
next move I switch plan.
44.Be2 e5 45.Bf2 Kc6 46.Bg4
Bd2 47.Bf5 a5! Black is in no hurry
and fixes White’s queenside. Black
could try to do without this, but since
White has no active counterplay, why
not just continue to improve my
position? 48.Bg4 a4! 49.Be2 d5
Finally Black opens the center, and
starts forcing events. 50.exd5+ Kxd5
51.Bg4

cuuuuuuuuC
{wDwDwDwD}
{DpDwDwDw}
{wDwDwDw0}
{DwDk0wDP}
{pDwDwDBD}
{)bDwDwDw}
{w)wgwGwD}
{DKDwDwDw}
vllllllllV
51...Ke4!?
One of my harder deci-

sions. I saw that both this and 51...e4
would give Black good winning
chances. I’m still not entirely sure
which is better, but after some thought,
I preferred bringing the king up. However, a sample line after 51...e4 could
be 52.Bb6 Bf4 53.Ba5 Kd4 54.Bc8
b5 55.Bd7 Bc4 56.Kc2 e3 57.Bc3+
Kd5 58.Be1 Ke4 59.Be8 Kf3
60.Bc6+ Ke2 61.Bh4 Bd3+ 62.Kc3
Be5+o.

52.Bc8 Kf3 53.Bb6 Bd5 54.Kc2
Be3 55.Ba5 Bd4 My computer prefers 55...e4!? 56.Bb4 Bg5. This might
be a bit better, but I had seen a winning
continuation, which was good enough
for me. 56.Bd2 Be4+ 57.Kd1 On
57.Kc1 Be3 also wins rather easily.
57...Be3 58.Bc3 Bf4 59.Be6 b5
60.b3 Bc6 61.Bf7 e4 62.bxa4
bxa4 63.Bc4 e3 64.Be2+ Kg2!
Simpler than 64...Kf2 65 Be1+, though
it too wins. 65.Bf6 Bf3 66.Bc3
Bd6! 67.Bg7 Kf2 Now the e-pawn
cannot be stopped. 68.Bxf3 Kxf3
69.Bxh6 e2+ 0–1.
Carsten, whom I met for the first
time, proved not only a good player but
a good teammate, an extroverted, engaging conversationalist with a charming accent, who shared both his chess
knowledge and some amusing stories
from his extensive tournament experience. 3rd board Charles Riordan, on the
other hand, was quiet and soft-spoken,
but loud on the board, scoring +4 =2.
Riordan (2287) – Frederick
Kurrasch (MD, 2111), USATE 2004
(3): 1.e4 c5 2.Nf3 d6 3.d4 cxd4
4.Nxd4 Nf6 5.Nc3 g6 6.Be3
Bg7 7.f3 0-0 8.Qd2 Nc6 9.0-00 Bd7 10.Kb1 Qa5 11.Nb3 Qc7
12.g4 Rfc8 13.Be2 Ne5 14.Bd4
Nc4 15.Bxc4 Qxc4 16.Bxf6
Bxf6 17.Nd5

cuuuuuuuuC
{rDrDwDkD}
{0pDb0pDp}
{wDw0wgpD}
{DwDNDwDw}
{wDqDPDPD}
{DNDwDPDw}
{P)P!wDw)}
{DKDRDwDR}
vllllllllV
Black has misplayed his Dragon, and

faces serious problems. Getting the B
off f6 does not work, viz. 17...Bh4
(17...Bg7?? 18.Nxe7+) 18.g5! Re8
19.Qf4 Bf2 20.h4 and (A) 20...Be6
21.Qh2 Bxd5 22.exd5 Be3 23.h5 Bf4
(23...Bxg5 24.hxg6 h6 25.gxf7+ Kxf7
26.f4 Bf6 27.Qh5+ Kf8 28.Qxh6+i)
24.Qh4 Rac8 25.hxg6! Qxc2+ 26.Ka1
Qxg6 27.Qxf4i, or (B) 20...Rac8
21.Rd2 Bc5 22.h5 gxh5 23.Qh4i.
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17...Ba4 18.Nxf6+
Missing 18.g5! winning straight
away, e.g. 18...Bg7 19.Nxe7+ Kh8
20.Nxc8i, or 18...Bxg5 19.Qxg5
Qxc2+ 20.Ka1 f6 (20...Bxb3
21.Nxe7+) 21.Nxe7+ Kf7 22.Qh4
Kxe7 23.Qxh7+i. Though not best
the text is not bad; as in Hansen-Katz,
it creates a terminally weak d-pawn,
around which play now centers.
20...exf6 19.Nd4 Bd7 20.Qf4
Be6 21.b3 Qc3 22.Rd3 Qc5
23.Qxf6 a5 24.Rc1 Re8 25.Nxe6
Rxe6 26.Qd4 Qc6 27.Rc3 Qb5
28.Rc4 Qa6 29.Qc3 b5 30.Rc6
Qa7 31.Rc8+ Rxc8 32.Qxc8+
Kg7 33.Qc3+ Kg8 34.Qc8+ Kg7
35.Qc3+ Kg8 36.Rd1 a4 37.Qc8+
Kg7 38.Qc3+ Kg8 39.Qd4 Qb7
40.h4 axb3 41.cxb3 Qe7 42.g5 f6
43.Rc1 Re5?
It would have made no long-term
difference, but 43...Kg7 was slightly
better. Now White creates an
unanswerable threat on the 7th rank.
44.Rc8+ Kg7 45.f4 Re6 46.Ra8
1-0
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Joel Salman (NY, 2200) – Riordan,
USATE 2004 (4): 1.c4 b6 2.d4 e6
3.Nf3 Nf6 4.Nc3 Bb4 5.g3 Ba6
6.Qb3 c5 7.a3
What began as an English Defense
has become a Queen’s Indian line going
back at least to Pfleger-Bilek, Den Haag
1966. White is probably correct to kick
the B; after 7.Bg2 Nc6 8.a3 Na5
9.Qc2 Bxc3 10.Qxc3 Nxc4 he lost a
pawn and eventually the game in
Hermansson-Tisdall, Reykjavik 1988
(0-1, 34).
7...Bxc3+ 8.Qxc3 0-0 9.Bg2 Nc6
10.0-0 d5 11.dxc5 Bxc4 12.cxb6
Qxb6 13.Be3 Qa6 14.Nd4 Rfc8
15.Rfc1 Nxd4 16.Bxd4 Bxe2
17.Qe3 Ne8

Losing back the newly won pawn
plus. The awkward pressure on a7
might have been withstood with
17...Rxc1+ 18.Rxc1 Ne8, though
Black still must be careful, e.g. 19.h3
Bb5 20.b4 Nd6? 21.Qe5! Nf5
22.Bxd5!. Now an unusual imbalance
results, where Black has a central
majority but White has passed a- and
b-pawns. 18.Rxc8 Rxc8 19.Bxa7
Nd6 20.Re1 Bb5 21.Qb6 White
is eager to exchange queens, but has a
hard time making his queenside pawns
an endgame factor, due to Black’s
command of the c-file and his ability
to blockade the pawns with his bishop.
21...Qxb6 22.Bxb6 Ba4 23.Rb1
Bb3 24.Bf3?
One move too soon; correct was
24.Bd4 Rc2 25.Bf3 $25.Bd1, with
a chance to break the blockade. The
text, allowing Black to advance his
center pawns with gain of time, is
probably the losing move. 24...Nc4
25.Be3 d4! 26.Bc1 If 26.Bxd4?
Nd2o. The B has no good square on
the c1-h6 diagonal. Advance of Black’s
d-pawn now forces the win of a piece.

cuuuuuuuuC
{rDrDnDkD}
{0wDwDp0p}
{qDwDpDwD}
{DwDpDwDw}
{wDwGwDwD}
{)wDw!w)w}
{w)wDb)B)}
{$w$wDwIw}
vllllllllV
What do the following tournaments have in common?

2003 U.S. Closed Championship, Seattle, WA
2003 National Elementary Championships, Nashville, TN
2002 U.S. Open, Cherry Hill, NJ
2002 & 2003 U.S. Amateur Team East, Parsippany, NJ
2002 Connecticut State Championship, Greenwich, CT
2003 Albany Winter Open, Albany, NY

ChessCafe.com was at each tournament selling books and equipment.
If you have a tournament in which you expect at least 75 players to attend,
we have the experience and know-how to run a professional chess book and
equipment sales operation, and put extra money into your pocket.

Contact us at hwr@chesscafe.com or toll-free: 1-866-301-CAFE (2233)

ChessCafe.com
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26...d3 27.Bf4 e5 28.Bg5 h6
29.Be3 Nxe3 30.fxe3 d2 31.Rf1
Rc1 32.Kf2 Kf8 33.e4 Ke7
34.Be2 Rxf1+ 35.Kxf1 Bc4
36.Kf2 Bb3 37.Ke3 d1Q
38.Bxd1 Bxd1 39.Kd2 Ba4
40.Kc3 Kd6 41.b3 Bc6 42.Kd3
h5 43.Ke3 Kc5 44.Kd3 g6, 0-1.
Our fast start involved some luck.
Carsten won two games that might have
yielded only a ½-point. First was this
against Paul Fielding (PA, 2233) in
round
3:
cuuuuuuuuC

{wiw4wDw4}
{DpDwDpDw}
{p1wDwHw0}
{Dw0PDwDw}
{wDwhwDPD}
{)wDw!wDP}
{w)wDwDwD}
{DKDw$RDw}
vllllllllV
33.Nd7+?! A seductive petite
combinaison that wins the Exchange,
but allows a draw. Objectively better
was 33.Qg3+ Ka7 34.Re7 Rhf8y.
33...Rxd7 34.Qe5+ Ka7 35.Qxh8
Qb3 36.Qh7 Rxd5? In Zeitnot the
draw vanishes, which he still could have
had by 36...Nb5! 37.Ka1/Kc1 Nxa3!
38.bxa3 Qxa3+ with perpetual check.
The game ended 37.Rxf7 Nf3?
38.Rxb7+! Qxb7 39.Re7 1-0

Hansen’s other Houdini act came
against Daniel Josenhans (NY, 2259)
in round 4. Rook-vs.-minor-pieces
endgames are tricky. The conventional
wisdom is that two minor pieces are
better in the middle game, but the rook
can be superior in the endgame, unless,
as here, it’s up against two bishops:

cuuuuuuuuC
{wiwDwDwD}
{DpDwDp0w}
{pDwDpDwD}
{GwDwDwDp}
{wDwDPDw)}
{DPDwDK)w}
{PDrDwDwD}
{DwDwDBDw}
vllllllllV
However, with a little help from time

pressure, Carsten confounded conventional wisdom. 30.Bd3 — 30.a4
doesn’t save the pawn, viz. 30...Rb2
31.Bc4 b5 32. axb5 axb5 33. Bxb5??
Rxb3+.
30...Rxa2 31. Bc3 g6 32.Kf4 Kc8
33.g4 hxg4 34.Kxg4 Kd7 35.e5
b5 36.Be4 Re2 37.Bb7?
Greed here is not good. Better
37.Kf3 with approximate equality.
37...Re3 38.Ba5 The B has no good
square. 38...Rxb3 39.Bxa6? Drops
a piece, but otherwise Black has two
connected passed pawns. 39...Kc6!
40.Bd8 Ra3 41.Bc8 Ra8
42.Bxe6 fxe6 43.Be7 Kd7 0-1
Name Games

3/4 of the ChessCafe team. Front to rear: Carsten
Hansen, Chris Chase, Charles Riordan

The USATE is
noted for creative
team names. There
were several inspired by the Super
Bowl halftime fiasco, e.g. Exposing
One of Janet
Jackson’s Two Bs.
However, in the
best-name finals
this year, family
values prevailed
with
USCF:
UnStable Cash
Flow edging Joel
Benjamin’s Hair
Club for Men.

A unique feature of the Amateur
Team tournaments is that GMs play
alongside average Joes. This year’s
GMs were Joel Benjamin, Ildar
Ibragimov, Alexander Stripunsky,
Michael Rohde, and the Energizer
Bunny of chess, Arthur Bisguier. Still
going strong at 74, Bisguier rarely
misses this event.
He was kind enough to autograph his
new book, The Art of Bisguier, and in
return I gave him the 2004 International
Chess Calendar, which commemorates
his victory in the US Championship 50
years ago. Schmoozing with VIPs, I
shamelessly plugged another of my editing efforts, Heroic Tales, a “best of
ChessCafe.com” collection.
Back in Black
Unfortunately for me, the first four
rounds featured an inverse correlation
between team and personal success.
While ChessCafe was 4-0, your humble
correspondent felt especially humble at
1-3, my lone point being the result of a
first-round forfeit. That lousy no-show
seemed to take the wind out of my sails,
or perhaps playing up an average 157
points since then explained it. However,
I did not despair, and though the underdog again and playing Black in
round 5, I resolved to come out swinging.
Shirley Ben-Dak (NY, 1950) –
Kingston (1808), USATE 2004 (5):
1.d4 d5 2.c4 e6 3.Nc3 c5 4.cxd5
cxd4!? The Von Hennig-Schara Gambit is particularly good if playing to win
against 1.d4. It’s rare among both amateurs and GMs today, though Alekhine
won brilliantly with it against Pirc at
Bled 1931. White proves unfamiliar
with it. 5.Qxd4 Nc6 6.Qd1 exd5
7.e3?! White declines the gambit entirely. Normal is 7.Qxd5, when Black
can keep queens on by 7...Bd7, or play
the tricky and surprisingly strong
“endgame gambit” 7...Be6 8.Qxd8+
Rxd8, threatening 9...Nb4/Nd4 and
10...Nc2+.
7...Nf6 8.Nf3 Bc5 9.Bd3 Qe7
10.0-0 0-0 11.Bb1 Starting a dubious plan, laboriously setting up a threat
to h7 that proves impotent. Meanwhile
Black simply develops naturally.
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11...Rd8 12.Qe2 Re8 13.Rd1
Be6 14.a3 a5 15.Qd3 Rad8

cuuuuuuuuC
{wDw4rDkD}
{DpDw1p0p}
{wDnDbhwD}
{0wgpDwDw}
{wDwDwDwD}
{)wHQ)NDw}
{w)wDw)P)}
{$BGRDwIw}
vllllllllV
Black’s opening has been a dramatic

success. Normally he sacs a pawn for
development tempi, but here he is fully
developed, while White is about three
tempi behind. Black has pressure on the
central files and against e3, just waiting to be unveiled by Be6-g4 and d5d4. White needs to blunt this with
16.Nd4, or remove the Q from danger
by 16.Qc2. Instead she continues with
her plan against h7, but it backfires.
16.Ng5? Bg4! Not fearing 17.Nxh7
Bxd1 18.Nxf6+ Qxf6, since 19.Qh7+
is not mate. If instead 17.Rf1 d4
18.Nce4 dxe3 19.Nxf6+ Qxf6
20.Qxh7+ Kf8 21.Bxe3 Bxe3 22.Ne4
(22.fxe3 Qxg5) Qh6o. Also 16...d4
should win, but the text seemed clearer.
17.f3 d4!
The decisive blow. White is lost in
all lines, e.g. 18.fxg4 dxc3 19.Qe2
Bxe3+ 20.Bxe3 Rxd1+ 21.Qxd1
Qxe3+. Now her Q tries to get out of
Dodge, but it’s too late. 18.Qe2 dxc3
19.Rxd8 Nxd8 20.fxg4 cxb2
21.Bxb2 Qxe3+ 22.Qxe3 Bxe3+
23.Kf1 Bxg5 The dust has settled
with Black a piece up. 24.Bf5 Nc6
25.Rd1 g6 26.Bb1 Nxg4 0-1
Not exactly Alekhine, but after three
losses, very satisfying.
Fumble, Blood Lust Rebound
As if playing a cruel joke, fate decreed that my victory coincided with the
team’s defeat. Against “The Contenders,” a team rated 2198, on Table 1 in
round 5, we finally fumbled. Chris
Chase, who despite a bad cold had
started +3 =1, finally played like a sick
man and lost quickly, Riordan let a win
slip to a perpetual check draw, and
Hansen lost to Adnan Kobas, an IM
who has played in the Yugoslavian
Championship.
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However, we rebounded in the last
round. My blood-lust aroused from my
previous game, I planned again to be
aggressive in the opening. Again my
opponent obliged.
Kingston – K. Birkedahl (TX, 1720),
USATE 2004 (6): 1.d4 Nf6 2.Nf3
g6 3.Nc3 d5 4.Bf4 c6 White’s move
order usually steers Black into either a
Pirc with 3...d6, or this, the Barry Attack, like the VHSG an under-used but
potentially very nasty line. The basic
plan is brutally simple: post a N at e5,
open the h-file, and shove a mating attack down it. To counter this Black
needs to organize central pressure
quickly. With 4...c6 and the next few
moves he does not, giving White a free
hand. 5.e3 Bg7 6.Be2 0-0 7.h4
Bf5?! 8.Ne5 Nbd7?!
Black’s last two moves only serve
to accelerate White’s kingside advance.
9.g4 Be6 10.g5 Ne4 11.Nxe4
Nxe5? Better simply 11...dxe4. The
text allows White to inflict a serious
positional weakness, which proves tactically fatal. 12.Nc5! Nd7 13.Nxe6
fxe6

cuuuuuuuuC
{rDw1w4kD}
{0pDn0wgp}
{wDpDpDpD}
{DwDpDw)w}
{wDw)wGw)}
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14.h5?
Adhering too closely to the

original plan. Instead, 14.Bg4! is practically winning, viz.: 14...e5 15.Be6+
Rf7 (15...Kh8?? 16.h5! exf4
17.hxg6i) 16.Bxf7+ Kxf7 17.
dxe5y/i, or 14...Kf7 15.Qf3 Qa5+
16.c3 Qb5 17.0-0-0y. However, the
idea didn’t hit me until next move.
Though the text looks strong and natural, it actually allows Black time to organize a defense.
14...e5! 15.Bg4 Kf7? Mesmerized
by the threat of 16.Be6+ and 17.hxg6,
Black misses 15...exf4! 16.Be6+
Rf7!t, giving up the R to eliminate
both white Bs. 16.hxg6+ hxg6
17.Bxd7 exf4? For the second time,
Black chooses the wrong capture; after

17...Qxd7 18.dxe5 White’s advantage
would be small. Now he wins by force.
18.Qg4! Rh8 19.Qxf4+ Bf6
(19...Kg8 20.Be6#) 20.Rxh8 Qxh8
21.0-0-0 e6 22.gxf6 Qxf6 23.Qc7
Qe7 24.Qxb7 1-0
Riordan too was helped by superior
opening knowledge:
K. Roberts-Hoffman (CO, 1895) –
Riordan, USATE 2004 (6): 1.e4 c5
2.Nf3 Nc6 3.d4 cxd4 4.Nxd4
Nf6 5.Nc3 d6 6.Be3 e5 7.Nb3
Be7 8.Be2 0-0 9.Qd2 Be6
10.Bf3 a5 11.a4 Nb4 12.Nd5?
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While the 6.Be3 line has a long heritage going back to Lange-Paulsen,
Nuremberg 1883, White’s subsequent
play has been rather undynamic, and is
capped by a serious mistake. Better was
12.Rd1.
12...Bxd5 13.exd5 e4 14.Be2
Nbxd5 15.Bg5 h6 16.Bh4 Qb6
17.0-0 Rfc8 18.Qd4?
Dropping a second pawn. Better was
18.Bb5, keeping the B out of trouble.
18...Rxc2
19.Bxf6
Bxf6
20.Qxd5 Rxe2 21.Rad1 e3
22.fxe3 Rxe3 23.Nd4 Re5
24.Qf3 Rg5 25.Qf2 Bxd4
26.Qxd4 Qxd4+ 27.Rxd4 d5
And with a two-pawn advantage
Black won the endgame (0-1, 61).
With these wins and a draw by
Hansen, the team won the match, giving us a final score of 5-1, tying for 5th
place, only ½-point behind the winners.
After tie-breaks, ChessCafe stood
8th, interestingly right where our 2194
team rating predicted. Not bad out of
276 teams, but we have sworn a blood
oath to wreak havoc next year. Squeamish spectators are advised to avoid our
table in 2005.

